Testing solutions for
inks and coatings

Protecting
Product Integrity

Who are we
Industrial Physics is a global test and inspection
partner. We offer packaging, and product and
material testing solutions for manufacturers,
production lines, and laboratories all over the world.
How do we do this? By providing best
in class equipment that allows you
to test across a wide range of
specialized applications.
We’ve learnt a thing or two about testing
inks and coatings over the last few
decades. And now Industrial Physics is
recognised as a brand that likes to bring
new, innovative testing devices to market.
We can help you to analyse, inks,
coatings and general inorganic surface
treatments. Our products are used virtual
all products in our daily life from the pen
you are writing with to the car you are
driving in. The satellite orbiting earth,
to the underground pipes and everything
in between. They are relied upon across
all industries.

We manufacture a range of popular paint
testing technologies that include: viscosity
meters, automatic film applicators,
scrub and scratch testers, gloss and
color meters, thickness gauges and
drying-time testers. And of course,
all of our products meet the highest
quality standards. Besides all this we
do much more.
Thanks to our global network of technical
and support experts, advanced technology,
and almost 100 years’ experience, we’re
able to provide trusted and
personalized solutions to businesses
all over the world.

If you need to see how your products
and packages will measure up and stand
the test of time, our portfolio includes
equipment for the entire coating industry,
from raw materials, with a fineness of
grind test, to quality testing of oil-rig
components with a specialised corrosion
test cabinet.
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Inks & Coatings Testing Equipment
Industrial Physics industry-leading testing equipment gives you lots
of options to check the integrity in the field of inks and coatings.
We can improve your production process, whatever sector you work in.
Our innovative, cost-effective devices give precise results in:
• Adhesion testing

• Application testing

• Appearance testing

• Thickness testing

• Friction testing

• Viscosity testing

• Impact testing
• Corrosion testing
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Discover the Industrial Physics
Inks & Coatings product range
Abrasion Testing
Your customers have high expectations and our equipment enables you to meet them.
Our equipment will help you to quickly optimize your processes. You can run multiple samples
in conjunction to compare performance and identify potential improvements. Helping you to
create solutions which exceed market expectations.

TQC Sheen Scrub Abrasion and Washability Tester
Test the resistance of your paints, varnishes to scratching,
wearing and color loss. Our machines show you the effects
of wet or dry abrasion by simulating everyday wear and
tear conditions.
TQC Sheen Washability Tester Camera Tool Kit
The Camera Tool is created for the TQC Sheen Scrub,
Abrasion and Washability tester (AB6000 & AB6010).
As washability tests are time consuming, we created a
camera tool and software to save operator time.
TQC Sheen Comprehensive Abrasion Test
The Comprehensive Abrasion Test is a universal test machine
to test the coating abrasion resistance on beverage cans or flat
materials. The reciprocating motion mimics in-the-field
transportation abrasion damage of coatings equivalent to the
Gavarti Associates “GV-CAT” system. The Comprehensive
Abrasion Test is used in coating test laboratories for quality
control work.
RK Lab/Pilot Coating
The VCML is a precision engineered coating machine. It prints,
coats and laminates all types of flexible webs including
papers, films, and metallic foils on a reel-to-reel basis.
It enables you to apply various coatings such as inks, paints,
varnishes and adhesives using various application methods.
It’s particularly useful for product development, quality
control and small-scale production for low volume of a
specialized product.
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Temperature and Climatic Testing
Your products will be exposed to a range of temperatures and climatic conditions as they’re
shipped, stored and used for purpose. From heat to cold, humidity to pressure, it’s important
to know how the goods you design and make will withstand the trials of different
environments.
Our robust and reliable inspection devices create the environmental testing requirements of
the paint, plastic, packaging, paper, board, electronic, automotive, aerospace, military, textile,
and telecommunications industries.
Pioneering designs have made Industrial Physics a world leader in the manufacture of
accelerated corrosion and environmental test cabinets. They reproduce test conditions of
high humidity at constant or cycling temperatures demanded by modern industry – even for
coastal environments.

TQC Sheen CurveX 4

NEW Release

The CurveX 4 Basic is an oven recorder designed for everyday
use in powder coating lines.
It is a 4-channel temperature data logger with an indication for
8 sensors, built into a sturdy machined aluminum housing that
meets the basic needs for: quality control in powder coating
applications. Its ease of use and affordable price level make it
the ideal job coaters instrument.

Scope of supply
USB cable

Probe ID-kit

USB charger

Calibration certificate

Ideal Finish Software License Key

Manual CurveX 4

USB stick with IFA Software

Small protective case

Features
Easy-to-use
Large full-colour touchscreen
Menu-driven operation
High quality temperature data-logging
Measurements, analysis levels and report options fully
customizable
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TQC Sheen CurveX 4 Oven Logger Kit (With Ideal Finish Analysis
Profiling an industrial coating oven starts right here with the
CurveX 4 Oven Logger KIT. It contains all necessary items, just
add the desired magnetic or clamp-type probes to make the
oven logger KIT complete.
The heart of the KIT is the CurveX 4 Oven datalogger which
offers easy-to-use, high quality temperature data logging for
paint curing ovens. Measurements, analysis levels and report
options are fully customizable to provide you with tailor-made
information on the quality of your curing processes. The data
logger is fitted with a large full-colour touchscreen for easy
menu-driven operation and quick display of measurement
results. The logger has 8 channels and a total memory for 10
batches.

TQC Sheen Temperature Probes For Curvex
CurveX temperature probes are specifically designed to
measure oven air temperature or the part surface temperature in
an oven. All probes are made of premium grade thermo couple K
wire, which guarantees the highest accuracy available. High class
magnet and springs are used that do not disintegrate or lose
force at high temperatures. The various probe types allow measuring on every part regardless of its shape or size.
Various probes are available.

TQC Sheen Ideal Finish Analysis Software
The TQC Sheen Gloss meters are supplied as standard with the
powerful Ideal Finish Analysis Software evaluation and analysis
software. Without any extra costs a user can utilise the software
to create reports including graphs and tables, comprehensive
statistics and SP-calculations. Trend, Gaus and many other
statistical data sets are possible within the software.
Ideal Finish Analysis Software is TQC Sheen’s master data
handling program that works with an array of TQC Sheen
instruments such as CurveX oven profiling dataloggers,
DewCheck climate gauges and various coating thickness
gauges.

CCI

CALIBRATION
CERTIFICATION
INCLUDED

IDEAL FINISH
ANALYSIS
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TQC Sheen CureView Gradient Oven
The CureView Gradient Oven is a flexible oven that allows the user to heat
up test panels on a glass bed to a variety of temperature profiles, varying
from ambient +5˚C to 350˚C / ambient +9˚F to 662˚F. Elevated temperatures
are instantly generated by 32 spectral filtered IR halogen heaters, which
can be controlled individually and allow the setting of any form of
temperature gradient, varying from a parabolic shaped gradient, an
ascending or descending slope or a number of temperature blocks. The
CureView Gradient Oven allows importing of profiles, measured by the
CurveX oven tracking system in order to simulate the production process on
laboratory scale.

Features

Scope of Supply

Easy-to-use Start/Stop operation

Gradient Oven

Buzzer acoustic feedback

Laptop with Gradient Oven
Control and Ideal Finish
Analysis software

Emergency stop
Gradient Oven Control software setup
Automated test panel transport
Pre and post cooling
32 channel gradient heating and sampling
TQC Sheen Ideal Finish Analysis of data

USB cable
Power cord
Manual
Lamp Replacement Tool

CurveX oven logger data import
Easy test panel spot analysis
Panel visible during test
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NEW Release

Viscosity Testing
Our extensive range of viscosity cups and rotational viscometers help our customers to
rigorously check the quality control of their products. They also help you to improve the
consistency and performance of your materials.
Viscosity control helps you to secure repeatable and reproducible results, helping to
maintain your hard-earned reputation.
Sheen Cone & Plate Viscometer
The Cone and Plate have a high accuracy and small sample
volume. The Viscometer has as special applications a high
shift in temperature control for sample making, enabling
robust and fast measurements in production and laboratory
equipment. Designed to be ready for future software
updates.
Sheen Digital Rotothinner
The Rotothinner can be used in 3 modes; manual, Maxhold
and Timed. A superb stable drive system creates a wider
measurement range and more accurate readings. The
meter is both highly accurate and simple and expressed as
KU to use, making it suitable for research as well as
production environment.
Sheen Digital Krebs Viscometer
A paddle is immersed in a vessel which contains a fixed
volume of the sample material. A constant speed motor
drives a paddle at 200 r.p.m. and the torque induced is
proportional to the viscosity of the sample and may be
converted into viscosity (cP) or weight units (gms)
Sheen Digital Gel Strenth
The Gel Strength Tester is equipped with variable speed
in the range from 0.5 to 5 rpm, in contradiction to the
original 2 rpm of the 414N. This allows for a wider range of
samples and possibilities.
Sheen Digital Multi Spindle
The Multi Spindle (touch screen) incorporates touch screen
technology to measure viscosity quickly, accurately and
conveniently with a modern, high-tech technology.
Powerful, far from the comparable previous LCD
viscometer. The custom selectable spindle and speed
combinations help users quickly and accurately obtain
sample viscosity and related data.
Industrial Physics: Testing solutions for inks and coatings
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Corrosion Testing
Need to understand how well your products will stand the test of time? Our cyclic corrosion
test chambers deliver the precise environmental test conditions demanded by modern
industry. You can even create a realistic coastal environment in conjunction with our salt fog
condenser boxes.
Our humidity conditioning cabinets are the right choice when you want to reproduce the test
conditions of high humidity at constant or cycling temperatures. Our salt spray cabinets test
both components and coated test panels for all manner of coastal environments. We also
produce our own ASTM B117 compliant salt solution, specially formulated to reproduce saline
spray (fog) for corrosion testing.
C&W Salt Spray cabinets
The C&W salt spray range delivers the precise environmental
test conditions demanded by industry today. Through their
reliability, ease of operation and robust construction, C&W salt
spray cabinets have gained worldwide acceptance with
applications in all major sectors from automotive manufacture
to the paint, surface and coatings, chemical, electronics,
aerospace, military and offshore industries. C&W cabinets are
widely used to test both components and coated test panels.
The design ensures that they meet or exceed the requirements
laid down in all major national, international and corporate
standards.
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C&W Specialist Salt
Specialist Salt is Sodium Chloride which quality complies to the
stringent ASTM B117 standard. The Sodium Chloride’s grain and
purity is specially formulated for saline spray (fog) for corrosion
testing with C&W Salt Spray and CCT cabinets.

Safely packed in
5 kg or 25 kg containers

TQC Sheen Machu Bath
The Machu test is an accelerated corrosion test (immersion
test) on test panels according to Qualicoat specifications. The
Machu test gives you the opportunity to evaluate the weathering
performance of powder coating systems, pigments fading, film
haziness & loss of gloss and film.
Machu Test Bath (11 liter) with plastic container (4 liter)
TQC Sheen Test Panels
The panels are available in a large variety of dimensions,
materials and thicknesses. Use of the panels enhances
reproducibility of physical and chemical tests. Each panel is
equipped with a hole for hanging and handling.
Not only standard test panels are available. Special dimensions
to customers specifications are possible as well. Look up the
brochure for more information about the assortment.
Alu Panel, undegreased, 75x150x1,0 (400 pcs)
TQC Sheen Cross Cut Adhesion Test KIT
The TQC Cross Cut Adhesion Test KIT is used to test the
adhesion of dry coats of paint on their substrate by means of
a series of cuts through the coating. Two series of parallel cuts
cross angled to each other to obtain a pattern of 25 or 100
similar squares. The ruled area is evaluated by using a table
chart after a short treatment with a stiff brush, or adhesive
tape for hard substrates.equal pressure on the cutting knife.
The offer of 3 different handle types allow for suitable kit for
everybody.
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Friction & Ink Rub Test Units
Testing Machines Inc. is the leading global supplier of coefficient
of friction and ink rub instrumentation. Here are some of the great
products in our portfolio.
TMI Coefficient Friction Testers
This brilliant device uses advanced digital force and
high-speed data acquisition software to give you unmatched
precision and repeatability in COF and peel testing.
With different sleds available to meet international
standards including ASTM, ISO, DIN, NF and JIS.

TMI Ink Rub
Our popular ink rub machines measure scuffing or ink rub
resistance to ASTM D 5264 standards.
The innovative technology allows you to perform multiple
tests including: dry rub, wet rub, wet bleed or transfer, wet
smear and functional rub/wet rub. Optional heated weights
provide the 10-20 Rub Resistance Tester with a uniform test
for evaluating hot abrasion resistance of printed materials
like fabric and plastics.
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Coating Testing
We’ve got a wide range of products and services to check your coatings look their best and
stand the test of time.
We have opacity reflectometers, mechanized scratch testers or salt spray and humidity
environmental cabinets. And we can help you with your coefficient of friction (CoF) and peel
testing needs.
Check out our popular Coatmaster Flex. It measures the coating thickness of wet and cured/
dried powders and paints, immediately after application.
Our PosiTest PC Powder Checker measures uncured powder coatings using non-contact
ultrasonic technology to predict a cured thickness. Its speedy measurements are ideal for
moving lines and swinging parts. While scan mode makes light work of analyzing large areas.

TQC Sheen Automatic Cupping Tester
TQC Sheen Automatic Cupping Tester to perform a cupping
(Erichsen / Dent) test on coated steel panels to define the
resistance of paint, varnish or related products to cracking and/
or detachment from a metal substrate when subjected to
gradual deformation by indentation under standard conditions.

TQC Sheen Automatic Panel Sprayers (4500N - 4700N)
Panel Sprayers remove the inconsistency of application
experienced when using hand held spray guns, thus offering
a means to set optimum and repeatable conditions to achieve
consistent results.

TQC Sheen Bresle KIT - Sodium Chloride Test KIT
The Bresle Kit – Sodium Chloride Test Kit complies with the
ISO 8502-6 and ISO 8502-9 standards that describe the Bresle
Method to assess the level of soluble salts using a Bresle patch
or Bresle sampler, distilled water and a conductivity gauge. The
conductivity is mainly directly proportional to the concentration
of dissolved salt in the solution. The kit includes all the
necessary equipment to execute a bresle test that will indicate
the contamination of soluble salts on blast-cleaned surfaces
prior to coating. Inside the Bresle Kit – Sodium Chloride Test Kit
is a conductivity gauge used for the assessment of soluble salt
ions as chlorides, sulphates and nitrates.

Industrial Physics: Testing solutions for inks and coatings
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Appearance Testing
If you want to reduce waste – and keep your customers happy – then it’s important for your
products to maintain a consistent color gloss and appearance. The choices you make will
impact the appearance of your brand – and what’s more, the colors and finishing will shape
the buyer’s overall visual experience.
USAM can analyze and test your paints, inks, powder coatings or specialty coatings – no matter how simple or complex their formula is. How to measure the shade and opacity of coatings or films? Do you want to know what the best matte, mirror or gloss finishes are or do you
want your substrates? Want to discover the reflective haze properties of your substrates? Our
tools can help military and offshore industries.

TQC Sheen USAM-Universal Surface Appearance Meter
The TQC Sheen USAM is the latest generation in appearance
gauges and allows for multi angle inspection of surfaces. Giving
the user a more dynamic insight in the reflective / appearance
properties of a surface. USAM is designed with the idea of
creating the most transparent split in reflection, haze and DOI
properties analysis for the coating industry. It’s unique take on
these analysis will allow the system to operate on both high
gloss and matt surfaces.
Scope of supply
USAM
4 batteries
Calibration certificate
Manual USAM
Strap
protective case
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NEW Product

TQC Sheen Gloss meter
The TQC Sheen Glossmeter comes in two models. The Sologloss
glossmeter measures 60° and the Polygloss glossmeter
20°/60°/85°. The 60º measuring angle can be used for any
surface, from matte to glossy. For better gloss measurements on
high gloss surfaces the 20° angle is available, while for low gloss
surfaces the 85° angle suits best.
Ideal Finish Analysis Software is included to analyze the gloss
measurement results. This software provides the user the power
to do all analysis of interest. Trend, Gaus and many other
statistical evaluations are possible.
TQC Sheen Colorbox - Illuminated Assessment Cabinets
Multi-Source Viewing System for the Inspection and Colour
Matching of Inks, Paints, Plastics, Cosmetics, Textiles, Knitwear,
Leather, Food, Paper, Colorants, and other coloured materials.
TQC Colorboxes offer a extensive range of illumination
conditions for any visual inspection.
TQC Sheen Spectral Colorimeter
The RM200QC provides stable color comparisons for a wide
range of materials and products.

TQC Sheen Opac Opacity Reflectometer (310)
An easy to use hand-held reflectometer for measurement of the
opacity, or luminous reflectance, of a grey scale. Suitable for the
evaluation of a coatings’ hiding power, or simple shade sorting
tasks of metallised films, anodized aluminium or ceramics.
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Technidyne ColorTouch® X ISO
The Technidayne ColorTouch® X ISO brings together a powerful
set of tools to meet the demands of the brightness, color,
fluorescence and ERIC 950® markets. In addition to these
traditional applications, the expanded wavelength range of the
ColorTouch® X ISO provides a higher level of accuracy and
capabilities. No other instrument in the market today can match
the ColorTouch® X ISO for capabilities, functionality and quality.
New features
Expanded Wavelength Range - Provides improved analysis of UV
region
New Intuitive Operator Interface - Simple and responsive
Data Trending - Trend data over time, grade run, shifts, etc.
Simultaneous Grade Tracking - Track multiple grades from
different sources at the same time
Pass/Fail Alerts - Immediate notification of out of spec
measurements
APP Technology - Provides the foundation for adding new
features as they become available or the development of custom
APPS for your specific measurement or calculation
Touchscreen Operation
Point & Touch and the ColorTouchTM X ISO does the rest
Preprogrammed test routine to allow for easy set-up and
testingDoes not require an external PC
Automatic Calibration
Swing-in Calibration Standard
Advanced Data Analysis
Trending data allows for tracking grades over several
samples
Compare multiple samples on various color plots
Establish optical tolerances on grades for PASS/FAIL analysis

Spectral Data Capabilities
Spectrophotometric data for comprehensive
understanding ofdyes, fillers and other colorants
Greater accuracy of colorimetric data
Thorough analysis of metameric color matches
16
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NEW in portfolio

Additional Industrial Physics Solutions
Fibro Pocket Goniometer PGX
Rapidly checks surface properties for contamination, adhesion
and printability of metals, polymers, glass, paper, board and
more.

RK Print Proofing
The Flexiproof 100 provides high-speed production of proofs
using water, solvent or UV flexographic inks. Tired of spending
money on costly printing press pilot runs? The Flexiproof will
help. It’s an essential machine for companies that use
or manufacture flexographic inks.
TQC Sheen Automatic Film Applicator
Our reliable, automatic film applicator makes light work of
applying coating films to test charts, panels or foils. Its wide
range of applicable speeds and the large test bed allow for the
generation of samples faster and to higher precision
than any other machine.
Systech Aquasense 7101 & Oxysense 8101
Our innovative water vapor and oxygen transmission rate
analyzers can be used on barrier films, PET bottles, containers,
cannisters, flexible pouches and bags, components and more.
TQC Sheen Impact Test
The TQC Impact Test is used to determine the impact resistivity
and flexibility of coatings. The dual scale instrument is equipped
with a special guidance which assures that the distance between
each impact is always according to the standard. For correct
positioning a spirit-level is built-in. Each Impact test comes as
a complete set (instrument and accessories) to perform a test
according DIN/ISO 6272, ASTM D2794 and ASTM G14
Mandatory test in Qualicoat, QIB and GSB accredited
laboratories.
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Support & services
We believe that supplying you with high quality testing
instruments is only part of our job. Being fast, efficient,
and truly reliable is critical when it comes to servicing
the technology that keeps your business running.

Wherever you are in the world, our experts
are on hand to support your needs.
From installation, through to calibration,
repair, and preventative maintenance,
we’ve got you covered. That’s because
at Industrial Physics, we’re not just
suppliers, we are here for you as
trusted partners.
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Whatever your requirement may be,
if you’re looking for the highest quality
of test and inspection solutions to ensure
the quality of your products, the team at
Industrial Physics are here to support you.
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“ For many years, we have been a user of laboratory
equipment under the TQC Sheen brand for coating
tests. Many of our customers appreciate the TQC
Sheen brand equipment, because it is world-class
apparatus that they know and use in their
laboratories. Excellent technical contact, perfect
customer service and fast order processing time are
undoubtedly additional advantages that determine
the choice of TQC Sheen as our permanent supplier
of laboratory equipment today and in the future”.
Artur Palasz PHD, R&D Director,
Spektrochem Paint Laboratory
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Get in touch
Find out more about how we can support your unique
needs and get in touch today.
Email: info@industrialphysics.com

industrialphysics.com

